IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Attention to those Students who Are in the process of writing up their theses and who
are about to complete their study period of four (4) semesters.
Thesis advisors of those students who enrolled in their graduate programs during and before
the fall semester of the 2019-2020 academic year and are about to finish four (4) semesters of
normal education as of the end of the 2020-2021 academic year fall semester (excluding the
Scientific Preparation period, the periods in which registration is frozen and the additional
periods) must submit the thesis in the word form to the thesis control e-mail address until
the end of working hours on Friday, June 25, 2021.
According to the first paragraph of Article 9 of the Postgraduate Education Regulation, the
normal education period of the students enrolled in the Master with Thesis program is four (4)
semesters (excluding the Scientific Preparation period, the periods in which registration is
frozen and the additional periods). Students who cannot complete their thesis at the end of these
periods are given an additional two semesters at most.
Students who cannot complete their thesis until June 25, 2021, and extend their period of study
into the fall semester of the 2021-2022 academic year are required to pay a course fee for the
extension period. (No discount will be applied to the fee to be paid for the extended period.)
This will be valid in the fall semester of the 2021-2022 academic year, which is the second
extended period.
Institute Directorate
ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED
1- Click for Thesis Control addresses.
2- Thesis Defence exam: Students who have successfully completed their courses and graduate
seminars and gained a CGPA of at least 2.50/4/00 and above can defend their theses. 3Students who will take the thesis defence exam must fulfil the publication requirement. Click
for publication requirement.
NOTE 1: Students who do not submit their thesis proposal to the Institute secretariat through
their advisor will not be able to take the thesis defence exam even if their thesis is finished.
NOTE 2: In accordance with the second paragraph of Article 9 of the IZU Graduate Education
Regulation, the course period is four semesters at most, and those students who cannot
complete their courses at the end of this period will be dismissed from the University.
Course/courses cannot be left for an extended period.

